Synaptic roulette  by unknown
Thanks to recent computational
advances, it’s now possible to get an
in-depth look at cellular processes.
These images show three-dimensional
Monte Carlo simulations of synaptic
variability at the vertebrate
neuromuscular junction. The
simulations were created using the
MCELL computer program.
In the image at top right, highly
convoluted synaptic membranes have
been reconstructed; the cleft face of
the muscle membrane is light blue
and the cytoplasmic face dark blue.
(The inset micrograph shows how the
structure relates to a neuromuscular
junction in section.) The blue spheres
are two synaptic vesicles within the
nerve terminal, and are shown in
close-up above the muscle membrane
in the lower right-hand image.
The two images below show the
simulated pattern of acetylcholine
receptor activation at intervals after
the onset of acetylcholine release
from the two synaptic vesicles.
Acetylcholine molecules (tiny gray
dots) diffuse from the synaptic
vesicles and bind to the cup-shaped
acetylcholine receptors (unbound
receptors, dark blue; singly bound,
red; doubly bound, green; doubly
bound open, yellow). Simulations
like these, using more extensive
reconstructions of neuromuscular,
brain, and other synapses will allow
direct comparisons of predicted and
experimental distributions of the size
and time-course of synaptic currents.
Images provided by the authors
of the MCELL program: Joel Stiles,
Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center
(e-mail: stiles@psc.edu), and Thomas
Bartol, Computational Neurobiology
Laboratory, the Salk Institute,
(e-mail: bartol@salk.edu). For details
of the MCELL development team,
see http://www.mcell.cnl.salk.edu or
http://www.mcell.psc.edu.
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